
Next Trail:  Mount Vernon Hash # 1052 
10:00 AM – June 16th, 2007 -- $5.00 US 
 
Hare(s): Ask Rocky Whore 

Theme: Ask Rocky Whore 

Dog Friendly Factor: Ask Rocky Whore 

Stroller Friendly Factor: Ask Rocky Whore 

Miscellaneous:  Ask Rocky Whore 
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Hares:  And How’s Her Bush?, Just Voided, 
Bavarian Bush, and Thumbdexterous.   
 
Today the hares brought us down to the McLean 
Community Center site of many multi-million 
dollar houses as well as home to the CIA.  The 
hash was sharing the Community Center parking 
lot with the Mclean Community yard sale.  Do Me 
Next Week immediately upon arrival headed off to 
check out the yard sale with the Hash Checkbook 
in hand.   
 
Voided was busy taking a Haberdasher survey 
about what types of haberdasher items we can be 
made to buy once we’ve had enough alcohol.  I 
didn’t see MVH3 logo condoms listed however, 
(sizes could be large, extra large, enormous, and 
Oh My God!) 
 
Wankers Aweigh and Hot Legs were describing 
the home inspection experience with their new 
buyers.  Apparently the CSI home inspector 
discovered stains on the carpet using his ultraviolet 
light.  Wankers and Hot Legs said the stains were 
from the cats. (Right I’ve watched enough CSI now 
to know what other kinds of stains show up under 
UV light!) 
 
After much discussion and several backroom deals 
orchestrated by Loan Shark who relied on his 
experience trading lunch items in grade school, the 
Father Abraham duties were traded back and forth 
and finally ended up with Wanks With Wolves 
and 2 Hand Job (God that woman can sing!  With 
a melodious voice like that she is a definite early 
candidate for RA next year.)   
 
Still enthralled by the voice of 2 Hand Job the 
pack wandered to find trail.  The pack separated 

quickly this time as Byte Lightning was in the 
hashing zone this morning and hit every check 
dead on.  I on the other hand went the other way 
and quickly lost sight of the lead pack (Pulls Out 
Early, French Toasted, You’ve Got Tail and a 
few others) who had also failed to carry chalk with 
them to mark the checks.  This forced the second 
pack consisting of Wankers Aweigh, Lulu the 
Gay Sailor, Just Alison, BOB, Roxy Moron, Just 
Alison and Just Craig, and CJ to solve each of the 
checks again.  Just Alison and Just Craig were 
our virgins but after running several miles with this 
pack I’m sure that status changed before the run 
was over.   
 
Lulu was proudly showing everyone that he didn’t 
have any tan lines after his Mexican vacation.  
Those of us running with him were wishing we had 
taken the walkers trail so we could check Let’s 



 

 

Mis-management 
Joint Masters:  Wanks With Wolves & Loan Shark 
Religious Advisors:  Boy Toy & CRAFTY 
On-Sec:  Cork Screwed & Gutter Balls 
Hash Cash:  Do Me Next Week 
Hare Raiser:  Rocky Whore 
Habs:  Byte Lightning, Just Voided 
Scribes:  Be Cuz He Can  

trading skills to get out of doing Father Abraham.  
Happy On His Knees forgot that it is now June and 
wore sweat clothes which apparently didn’t suit him 
well since he was spotted blowing chunks in the 
bushes just before circle started.  French Toasted 
was turned in for not carrying the large piece of 
chalk Byte gave him to mark trail forcing the 
secondary pack to solve all the checks again.  
Granny Boulders was sporting a new hair style and 
was violated because the curtains now match the rug.  
At first I thought they were talking about how she 
redecorated her house but Wanks With Wolves 
splained it all to me.  Wankers Aweigh violated his 
own wife Hot Legs who after making him slave 
away for hours doing home projects only offered to 
blow the deck.  The Clorox Kid was violated for 
getting lost on trail within 30 seconds of starting the 
run (trust him, he knows the area).  Puts it Out 
drank as well for trusting him and following along.  
You’ve Got Tail and Hickey Mouse were violated 
for failing to find the start.  They went to TOTAL 
WHINE to buy beer instead.  Milk Money was 
violated for having a twin, our virgin Just Alison 
who was brought forward to drink as well. 
 
Hash*t:  Since the reining Hash*t, Dual Airbags 
decided not come this far north we were unable to 
award the Hash*t but fear not we already have a 
strong contender for the award at the next hash.   
On On -BHC 
 

Make Deal for tan lines instead.  
 
Did I mention it was hot today?  Just before circle 
started, I asked if anyone would give me mouth to 
mouth in case I passed out at circle, but the only 
response I got was from the Clorox Kid who offered 
to pee on me to keep the animals from eating me.  
The pack now having been fed on salad, pasta and 
beer then proceeded to be led in circle by Boy Toy.     
 
Virgins:  Lots of virgins today, the hot weather must 
bring them out.  Just Cathy, Just Craig, Just 
Allison, Just Nicholas, and Just Maria.  They all 
must be into group sex because they all seemed to 
cum together.     
 
Visitors:  No one came to visit.   
 
Returners and Backsliders:  Puts it Out got his 
AGM mug (you may remember him, he used to be 
the evil RA).  Happy on His Knees, Microsoft, 
Payload Bastard, Hands Solo, Missed Erections, 
Granny Boulders, Lulu the Gay Sailor, CJ, Let’s 
Make a Deal, Green Piece of Ass, Puts it Out. 
 
Namings:  None today. 
 
Analversaries:  Just Voided-35, Do Me Next 
Week-269, Loan Shark-315, and the leader this 
week Be Cuz He Can with 355.    
 
Birthdays:  None anyone would admit to.   
 
Violations:  Bavarian Bush for telling me the hares 
picked the upper parking lot because it was a long 
way from the yard sale and Americans were too fat 
and lazy to walk that far to the sale so we should 
have the parking lot to ourselves (she was absolutely 
correct but we still violated her anyway).  Loan 
Shark was violated for using his school lunch room 

Culture Corner 
 

Hash word of the week: 
 
Titivate (TIT-i-vayt)  
 
To make smarter; to spruce up; to decorate. 
 
As in:  The grandmasters titivated the hall in 
preparation for the White Elephant Hash.   

Hashified Ads 
 

 

 


